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Setting the Scene

• Some Crises
• Materialism/Consumerism

• Inequality

• Global Warming/Climate Change

• Waste

• Loss of biodiversity

• Some Trends
• Re-localization

• Demand for Simplicity

• Closeness to Nature

• Ethical Consumerism

• Thriftiness



Value?

“Price is what you pay.

Value is what you get.”
- W. Buffett (2008)

“In a world where almost anything could 

be made anywhere, identity is everything.”
- P. Mandelson (2007)



Emerging Age

Techno - Economic 

Paradigm

e.g., Mass Production

Logic [Facts]! 

Regenerative   

Paradigm

e.g., Green Ventures, Social Media 

Spirit [Stories]!

Purpose of 

Economy

• Making Stuff = Having

• Grow = More

• Consume

• Making Sense = Being

• Generate = Better

• Develop, Flourish

Concept of 

Economy

• Machine

• Rules, Regulations, Control

• Quantity

• Commodified

• Efficiency, Costs

• Rationality

• Independence

• Living Organism, Community

• Empowerment, Emergence, Trust

• Quality

• Customised, Personalised

• Meaning, Identity

• Emotions, Empathy

• Interdependence, Relationships

Business

Purpose

• Global

• Profitability

• Shareholder Value

• Glocal

• Sustainability

• Stakeholder Value

↑ ↑
Learning about Learning to be



Experience Economy

ECONOMY Agrarian Industrial Service Experience

Economic Offering Commodities Goods Services Experiences

Economic Function Extract Make Deliver Stage

Nature of Offering Fungible Tangible Intangible Memorable

Key Attribute Natural Standardised Customised Personal

Method of Supply Stored in bulk Inventoried after 

production

Delivered on 

demand

Revealed over a 

duration

Seller Trader Manufacturer Producer Stager

Buyer Market User Client Guest

Factors of Demand Characteristics Features Benefits Sensations

Source: J. Pine & J. Gilmore, Harvard Business Review (1998)



Source: P. Kotler & H. Kartajaya (2010)

Marketing Evolution



Shared Purpose

• Shared value
– Firm creates value for all stakeholders

– Firm creates economic value by creating social value
• “….strongest international competitors will often be those that can 

establish deeper roots in local communities….shared value holds 
the key to unlocking the next wave of innovation and growth. It will 
also reconnect company success and community success in ways 
that have been lost in an age of narrow management approaches, 
short-term thinking,….”  

- M. Porter & S. Kramer, Harvard Business Review (2011)

• Common good
– Spiritual discernment [‘freedom to be best one can be’]

• Q: what leads to greater flourishing for myself and others?

• Q: how can we best serve stakeholders through innovation?

“Making a profit is no more the purpose of business as 
breathing is the purpose of living.” 

- J. Kay, Financial Times (2015) 



Ireland: Challenge [& Potential]! 
• 20 Irish SMEs per 1,000 inhabitants

• ½ EU average

• 3% Irish SMEs in manufacturing

• ⅓ EU average

• 10 Irish apprentices per 1,000 employees

• ¼ Germany, ⅓ Denmark

• 40 US Companies account for

• ⅔ Irish exports, 3% of Irish workforce

• 4,000 Irish Companies export

• 30,000 Denmark 

•300 Irish Speciality Food Producers

• ⅛ New Zealand

• 50 Irish farmhouse cheese producers

• ½ Netherlands



Consumer Trends



• “…consumers associated English/Irish bilingualism with a product that was 
traditional, wholesome, manufactured in Ireland….successful in attracting an 
audience in search of their own sense of Irish identity, an audience who has 
a desire to ‘buy Irish’…”

- DIT Food Product Development Centre [2009]

Bilingual Marketing



Place-Based Enterprises (PBEs)

• Terroir 

• Dinnsheanchas

• Genius Loci

• Dwelling

• Place = meaningful location

• Valuable resources
• emerge from a ‘global sense of place’

– self-reliance, self-respect, self-restraint, self-resilience,...

– authenticity, character, connectedness, wholeness,…

• compete on difference!
– originality (crafts), local expertise (artisan food),...

– French fashion, Italian cuisine, German beer, Swiss watches,…

Source: A. McIntosh (2013)



Some PBE Stories

“In an effort to shape our way of cooking, we look to our 

landscape and delve into our ingredients and culture, hoping 

to rediscover our history and shape our future.”

I think that Noma has done so well because we managed to 

sort of cook our place.  We managed to look at it and fall in 

love again with the place we were in….”
- R. Redzepi, Founder/Chef, noma [Copenhagen]

“Ever since it was founded in 1976, L'OCCITANE has 

nurtured simple values: authenticity, respect and 

sensoriality…..All of our actions and choices are guided by a 

twofold desire: to preserve and to pass on.  It is this that 

gives our brand its life force, its meaning and its purpose.”
- L’OCCITANE [Provence]

“You associate Nike with very hi-tech trainers, and so to

have this sort of almost peasantry looking kind of shoe, I 

think is really interesting.”
- Fashion Director, Vogue



More PBE Stories

“The word terroir is usually associated with wine-making: the 

combination of factors, including soil, climate, and environment, 

that gives a wine its distinctive character. In the case of our 

restaurant, we use the word in order to describe the way in which 

our food comes from the specific place that is Galway and the west 

of Ireland. We hope to reveal the distinct and various food stuffs 

that make up our particular landscape, through our farms, the 

wildlands and the shores that surround us.”

- Aniar [Galway]

“During the summer and autumn, we harvest what grows on our 

land as it reaches the peak of ripeness, and prepare it using 

methods we have rediscovered from rich traditions, or that we 

have created through our own research to maintain the highest 

quality of the end product. We build up our stores ahead of the 

dark winter months. We dry, salt, jelly, pickle and bottle. The 

hunting season starts after the harvest and is an important time, 

when we take advantage of the exceptional bounty with which the 

mountains provide us. By the time spring and summer return to 

Jämtland, the cupboard is bare and the cycle begins again.”

- Faviken [Sweden]



Some Donegal Stories

“….shallow utilisation of old or foreign models has never led to the creation of 

anything of value.....(Donegal tweed) the most valuable and brilliant of Ireland’s 

textile industry.” - Scandinavian Design Group (1961)

http://www.mageeireland.com/
http://www.mageeireland.com/
http://www.hannahats.com/index.html
http://www.hannahats.com/index.html
http://molloyandsons.com/
http://molloyandsons.com/


Innovating Tradition

• Authentic
• Being true to oneself and truthful to others.  

• Often seen as fixed but better viewed as set of contradictions: static but 

changing, conservative but adaptable, original but modern.

• “China has a desperate need of the past.  It is really important for them to 
find something that is authentic – they want to go back to original roots.” 

- New York Times (2010)

• “This suggests a paradox: the more that disruptive innovations like the 

internet boost the overall productivity of the economy, the more room there 

will be for old fashioned industries that focus on quality rather than quantity 

and heritage rather than novelty.  Sometimes the best way forward is 

backwards.”
- The Economist (2014)

• Examples: watches, fountain pens, independent bookshops



Inis Meáin [www.inismeain.ie]
“….inspired by the traditional dress of the islanders with a touch of 

luxury… to produce modern versions of the ancient classics. 

…..inspired by the fields…This season we have revived a hundred 

year old sweater which is called the "Máirtín Beag" after the local 

fisherman who used to wear it.“ 

“…none of this had really prepared me for the sense of place that I 

felt throughout dinner, triggered initially by a bowl of steamed 

periwinkles gathered from the shore.  Looking up at the far wall I 

spotted a blown-up black-and-white photograph from 80 years ago of 

a local fisherman in his windproof sweater, cleaning the periwinkles 

he had just caught…..”
- N. Lander, Financial Times (2011)



More Photos



Inis Méain Success Factors

• Authentic heritage

• Quality: targets heritage luxury market

• Brand: combines old & new [tradition + modernity]

• Story: emotional experience

• Distinctiveness/Difference

• Thinking global but rooted in local 

• Spirit [Sense/Essence] of place

• Continuous innovation

• People: character - values - integrity



“We did not grow because I was greedy.  We have been 

growing because I saw possibilities – possibilities of 

cooperation, and not possibilities of maximizing profits.”
- J. Gutmann, Founder/Owner

Sonnentor [www.sonnentor.com]

• Austrian manufacturer of organic herbal teas, spices, etc.

• 2013 sales = €27.4m; employees = 180

• Since founded (25 years), annual growth rate = 10-20%  

• Company character
– CEO not very profit-oriented

– committed to deep purpose: “live & let live”

– uses manual labour rather than cheaper machines 

– no clear yearly goals: emphasis on long-term 

– no bonuses for managers or salespersons

– pays suppliers/farmers twice price paid by competitors

– no dividends paid to owner

– highest to lowest salary ratio = 3.5  

– social competence as important as qualifications in hiring

–‘embedded sustainability’ at the core of its success



Sonnentor’s Success Factors

Business Philosophy Value PropositionValue Creation Strategy

• Responsible behaviour towards employees

• Fair long-term relationships with partners

• Environmental responsibility

• Open to challenge conventional wisdom

• Focus on product development & marketing

• Outsource parts of value chain to partners

• High product quality

• Focus on international niche markets

• Healthy quality products

• Transparent origin

• Buying responsibly

• Positive emotions

(buying a ‘story’)

Committed employees, 

Committed partners
Committed customers



Making Meaning

“There really is only one question you should ask yourself before 

starting any new venture: Do I want to make meaning?

Meaning is not about money, power or prestige.  It’s not even 

about creating a fun place to work.  Among the meanings of 

meaning are to:

– Make the world a better place

– Increase the quality of life

– Right a terrible wrong

– Prevent the end of something good.”
- G. Kawasaki (2008)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/davidlev/2848112594/in/gallery-theyellabelly-72157624232616176/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/davidlev/2848112594/in/gallery-theyellabelly-72157624232616176/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/davidlev/2848112594/in/gallery-theyellabelly-72157624232616176/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/davidlev/2848112594/in/gallery-theyellabelly-72157624232616176/


Financing Ventures

“Happiness to an entrepreneur is a positive cash flow” – F. Adler, Venture Capitalist



Flourishing Local Economy

• Self-reliant, distinctive, values-led ‘global-local’ firms 

• Small, family-owned, independent, ‘co-opeting’ firms

• Dynamic entrepreneurial & innovative milieu 

• Place-based learning [focus on apprenticeships]

• Tacit know-how/aesthetics + scientific knowledge/skills

• Deeply-rooted cultural & social values 

• Dense interrelationships [civic pride, trust, res publica]

• Co-operating & sacrificing for common good

• Local/community/citizen investment schemes
• e.g., crowd-funding, Direct Public Offering (DPO), RWAG



Críoch!

“Every nation should have the chance to strive 
to preserve its own identity and its own culture, 
for it is from the treasury of the vast variety of 
national cultures that the world is uplifted and 
enriched.  There is a famine abroad in our world!  
True, in many countries it is a famine of bread, 
of learning and of health.  But more than 
anything else it is a global famine of people 
recognising their collective strength.”

- Fr. James McDyer (1982)

“….my ideal for Ireland, should it ever be 
attained, would be one small industry in every 
small community which set as its target the 
absorption of the annual output of educated 
youth within that community….Surely there must 
be at least six enterprising men and  women in 
every small community who could band together 
as a company or cooperative to attain this end.”

- Fr. James McDyer (1986)

“The music is community-based and 

so visitors can experience at first hand 

the centuries-old living culture of the 

people in the region’s pubs and 

hotels….This is our unique selling 

point.  It is what we can give to the 

world.  It makes huge financial 

sense…..In a dog-eat-dog global 

economic climate marked by crisis and 

recession, potential tourists think 

twice, and even three times, before 

putting their collective hands in their 

pockets. They are looking for 

something exciting, unique and 

different.  Ireland’s native culture 

offers precisely that.”  

- Máiréad Ní Mhaonaigh (2009)


